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A New PMU-Based Fault Location Algorithm for
Series Compensated Lines

Chi-Shan Yu, Chih-Wen Liu, Member, IEEE, Sun-Li Yu, and Joe-Air Jiang

Abstract—This paper presents a new fault location algorithm
based on phasor measurement units (PMUs) for series compen-
sated lines. Traditionally, the voltage drop of series device is com-
puted by the device model in the fault locator of series compen-
sated lines, but using this approach errors are induced by the in-
accuracy of the series device model or the uncertainty operation
mode of the series device. The proposed algorithm does not uti-
lize the series device model and knowledge of the operation mode
of the series device to compute the voltage drop during the fault
period. Instead, the proposed algorithm uses two-step algorithm,
prelocation step and correction step, to calculate the voltage drop
and fault location. The proposed technique can be easily applied to
any series FACTS compensated line. EMTP generated data using a
30-km 34-kV transmission line has been used to test the accuracy
of the proposed algorithm. The tested cases include various fault
types, fault locations, fault resistances, fault inception angles, etc.
The study also considers the effect of various operation modes of
the compensated device during the fault period. Simulation results
indicate that the proposed algorithm can achieve up to 99.95% ac-
curacy for most tested cases.

Index Terms—FACTS, series compensation, synchronized
phasor measurement units.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE last two decades, the power electronic applications to
ac power systems have provided many benefits. Applying se-

ries compensation in power systems can increase power transfer
capability, improve transient stability and damp power oscilla-
tions.However,sincethevariationofseriescompensationvoltage
remains uncertain during the fault period, the protection ofpower
systems with series compensated lines is considered as one of the
mostdifficult tasksand isan importantsubjectof investigation for
relay manufacturers and utility engineers.

Series compensated systems can be mainly catalogued into
switched capacitors (SCs) systems and thyristor controlled
switched capacitors (TCSCs) systems. Typically, the main
problem in designing series capacitors protection systems is
overvoltage protection of the capacitor itself. The new metal
oxide varistor (MOV) has been widely used in recent years
as an overvoltage protection device for the series capacitors.
However, the nonlinear characteristic of MOV will affect the
compensated voltage of SCs/MOV in fault period. Moreover,
additional transients introduced by the MOV systems will
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also render the compensation voltage difficult to estimate.
To resolve the problems mentioned above, [1] has proposed
a piecewise approximation model of MOV for distance relay
application. Although the equivalent impedance can be used to
calculate compensation voltage, the piecewise approximation
model of SCs/MOV is incorrect during the transient period
after the fault inception or when the nonlinear resistor is
in some conducting mode [5]. Additionally, the nonlinear
thyristor controlled reactance (TCR) branch of the TCSCs [2],
[3] systems will introduce some new difficulties in computing
the compensation voltage. For example, when the fault current
is large, the TCR branch will operate between the block mode
and bypass mode [2]–[4] to protect the capacitor and MOV.
On the other hand, when the fault current is small for the high
impedance ground fault, the MOV does not conduct and the
TCR branch will remain in the vernier mode operation. This
will also introduce some oscillation into the compensation
voltage. Such an oscillation of the series capacitor voltage
will cause further oscillation in the fault current. For the
above phenomena, an accurate simulation analysis for the fault
location of series compensated lines is difficult to achieve.
Implementing the fault location algorithm based on a model of
series compensation devices thus becomes impractical.

Recently, some studies associated with the easy analysis of
series device models have been proposed in [6]–[8] and all pro-
duce satisfactory results. However, these algorithms must still
need to consider the model of series device to compute voltage
drop, limiting the accuracy of fault location. For example, the
protection functions of series devices are too simplified in [6],
[7], while [8] ignores the switching among different operation
modes that initiates from the protection function. Thus, those
algorithms inevitably suffer errors due to inaccuracy of the
adopted models. Since the algorithm proposed here need not
utilize the series devices model, the uncertainties mentioned
above can be resolved completely.

To overcome the above problems, various protective schemes
utilizing information from traveling waves launched by distur-
bances have been suggested. The high frequency components
in fault waveform present undesirable effects for most fault lo-
cation algorithms and are essential for accurate fault detection
and location [9], [10]. Meanwhile, a fault detection/location al-
gorithm derived from traveling wave principles can cope with
high frequency transients since these basically depend on the
traveling wave phenomenon. Fault location methods based on
traveling waves are independent of network configurations and
installations. Thus, the method is suitable for the series com-
pensated transmission line [11]. However, identifying the de-
sired high frequency signal becomes problematic. Additionally,
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the need for a high sampling rate for identifying the signal also
limits the application of the method.

The synchronized PMUs-based fault detector/locator tech-
nique has been proven effective for fault relaying of transmission
line without series compensation device [12]–[14]. However,
when the series compensation device is installed in the transmis-
sion line, the previous proposed technique must be incorporated
with the series device model to estimate voltage drop of series
device in fault location computation. This study proposes a new
approach,onlyconsidering synchronous measurementdata from
both ends of the transmission line, to estimate fault location of a
series-compensated transmission line. The proposed algorithm
excludes voltage drop calculation of the series compensation de-
vice. Instead, two-iteration step, prelocation and correction steps
are used to calculate voltage drop and estimate fault location.
This simplifies precise fault location estimation. Besides, since
this algorithm does not use the series device mode, the proposed
fault locator is easier to design and implementation.

When the series compensation device is installed in the middle
of transmission line buses where PMU is located, fault location
must be decided with respect to the series compensation device.
In [7], a simple selecting algorithm based on fault resistance has
been proposed. This selecting algorithm is one-terminal based
method and is not suitable for some fault cases. The investiga-
tion follows [7] in developing a skillful selecting algorithm based
on two-terminal measurement. Section III and the Appendix will
clearly demonstrate that the proposed selecting algorithm is su-
perior to that in [7] in several ways. Not only can the proposed al-
gorithm determine the correct faulted sides, it can alsoeffectively
double-check the fault types and achieve more physical insights
of theory utilized.

To resolve the difficulties in determining the model of series
compensation device under fault occurrence, this study presents
a novel PMUs-based fault location scheme. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. Section II presents the system configu-
ration of the proposed PMU based fault location technique and
then lists the contributions made by this investigation. Next,
Section III begins by describing the theory utilized to determine
the fault location of a TCSC-compensated, short single-phase
transmission line, whose capacitance charging effect is ignored.
The proposed fault location technique is then extended into a
two-step fault location algorithm for cases involving transmis-
sion line shunt capacitors. Furthermore, this section proposes
a skillful selector for selecting the correct faulted sides with
respect to series compensation device and proposes a method of
double-checking the input fault types. A 345 kV sample system
is used to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms
with respect to different fault types, fault locations, and fault
resistance. Next, Section IV presents the simulation results of
the performance evaluations. These simulation results come
from extensive EMTP [19] tested case. Meanwhile, Section V
discusses some special phenomena from the simulation studies
in detail. Conclusions are finally made in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall diagram of the PMU-based fault
location system for a series compensated line. The phasor mea-

surement units are installed at both ends of the transmission
line. The three phase voltages and three phase currents are mea-
sured simultaneously by PMUs at both ends of line. The global
synchronism clock generator (GSCG) [13] has been built in
the PMUs to provide an extremely accurate and reliable ex-
ternal reference clock signal. The sampling synchronization of
PMU-GSCG configuration has been verified via field tests of
Taipower 161 kV substations to an accuracy of better than 1
ms. The performance of the proposed PMU units has also been
proved in [13], [14].

The proposed algorithms are tested using the data generated
from EMTP. The EMTP simulated voltage and current wave-
forms were taken directly as the synchronized sampled data
(voltages and currents) from substations. The simulation ex-
ample is a 300-km 345-kV transmission line. This work uses a
new discrete Fourier transform based algorithm [smart discrete
Fourier transform (SDFT)] to calculate the fundamental pha-
sors. For more details, readers should consult [13], [15], [16].
These phasors are then transformed by Sequence transformation
[17] and used as the input data of the new fault location algo-
rithm. Next, the proposed locator performs subroutines 1 and 2
for simultaneously computing the fault locations ( ) and
equivalent impedance of the series device ( ). This
step uses the Gauss-Seidel numerical method [18]. During this
stage, the technique generates two fault locations respectively
belonging to either side of the series device, however, only one
is precise. In succeeding step, the proposed selector can select
the correct fault location. Finally, the proposed model uses the
output ( ) of the selector to double check the fault type.
This procedure determines whether or not the input fault type is
correct or not. It should be noted that, due to limited space, the
issues of fault detector associated with the series-compensated
line are ignored here and will be dealt with in a later investiga-
tion.

The main contributions of this work are as follows.

1) A novel fault location algorithm based on synchronized
measurements is developed, in which the series device
model is not required.

2) The proposed location algorithm is suitable for any se-
ries compensated FACTS devices that have no additional
shunt branch or phase shift contribution on line currents.

3) Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algo-
rithm is effective in choosing correct fault location with
respect to the series device.

4) A method is successfully proposed for double-checking
the input fault types.

5) This work successfully applies the proposed algorithm
to EMTP based systems, in which an accuracy of up to
99.95% is achieved for most tested cases.

III. PRINCIPLES

The proposed algorithm is derived using the following as-
sumptions:

1) the fault impedance is pure resistance;
2) the fault type is known.
The assumptions above are common in the literature dealing

with the fault location issue.
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Fig. 1. System configuration.

The basic principle of the proposed algorithm is first illus-
trated via a simple single-phase case and is then extended to the
case of a three-phase transmission line with shunt capacitance.

A. TCSC and Its Operation Mode

This work only considers the thyristor controlled series com-
pensator (TCSC), and ignores other series compensation de-
vices. However, the fault location technique proposed here can
be easily extended to any type of series compensation device
that has no additional shunt branch or phase shift contribution on
line current. Fig. 2 shows the basic structure of TCSC. During
the fault period, this study considers three different operation
modes that are controlled by the protection function of TCSC
[4]. The basic principles of these modes and the switching policy
between them are briefly described as follows.

1) Vernier Mode: In high-impedance fault cases, TCSC
constantly remains in its vernier mode of normal operation.
Therefore, the protection function of the TCSC device does not
work. The TCR branch is triggered by its prespecified firing
angle. The TCSC works as a variable impedance. Voltage
or current signals may exhibit subsynchronous resonance
oscillation in this mode.

2) Block Mode: When the TCSC detects the overvoltage,
the TCR branch stop its firing sequence by a protection func-
tion. Herein, the TCSC device works as a series capacitor par-
allel combination with a MOV. In considering the equivalent
MOV circuit proposed in [1], the combination characteristic

Fig. 2. Basic structure of TCSC.

can be considered a resistance series combination with a capac-
itor. Since the high resistance characteristic is introduced by the
MOV, the subsynchronous resonance will decrease in voltage
and current signals and the exponential dc-offset [15] activity in
this mode.

3) Bypass Mode:When the energy absorbed in the MOV
exceeds its limitation, the TCR branch enters its bypass mode
to protect the MOV and capacitor, and the TCSC from the
Block mode entering their bypass modes. In this mode, the
TCR branch conducts in the whole cycle, and the TCSC device
serves as a small value inductance. The voltage and current
signals will only contain a exponential dc-offset since the
TCSC equivalent impedance is pure inductance.
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Fig. 3. Ground faulted transmission line.

This study considers all of the above three modes to demon-
strate the protection of TCSC in detail.

B. Single Phase Illustrative Case

To illustrate the basic idea of the proposed algorithms, this
work first considers the single-phase series compensated line
represented in Fig. 3. It considers the line as a short distance
transmission line, that is, it ignores the shunt capacitance of the
line. The series compensation device is installed at a distance of

[p.u.] away from the receiving end of the considered line.
First, thefault isassumedtobelocatedontherightsideof these-

ries compensation device. According to Fig. 3, the midway fault
occurs at point which is (km) away from the re-
ceiving end of transmission line . The total length of the
transmission line is kilometers, and (p.u.) is the per unit
distance from receiving end to fault location. When a fault occurs
at point , the transmission line is divided in two line sections.
One is line section , while the other is line section .

Using the assumption 1, it is easy to obtain that the phase
relationship at point can be expressed as

(1)

where the represents the phase angle.
Since the ground fault occurs on the right-hand side of the

series compensation device, the line sectioncan still be re-
garded as a perfect transmission line (no series device). Thus,
the voltage at any point on the line section (including the
fault end point) can be easily solved by , i.e.,

(2)

where is the total impedance of the considered line, and
is the per-unit value of the fault location.

Additionally, the currents at line section and at
line section also equal the currents measured on receiving
and sending ends (ignored shunt capacitance), respectively.
Thus, the fault current can also be obtained as

(3)

Therefore, the measured data ( ) and ( ) and (1)
can be used to calculate the and , i.e., by substituting (2)
and (3) into (1), giving

(4)

Notably, the only unknown variable in the above equation is
the p.u. distance . The series device model is not used in de-
riving (4). Therefore, the per-unit fault location is easily cal-
culated and the series compensation device model is not needed.

Furthermore, when the fault occurs on the left-hand side of
the series devices, the reference point on can be inten-
tionally changed, and the following relationships can be substi-
tuted into (4):

and (5)

The above substitution makes it easy to obtain a new per-unit
fault location (denoted as ) respective to thereference

. When is taken as the reference point, the final per-unit
fault location can be computed from .

So far, the proposed scheme has only generated two values of
and , and which one is the exact fault location remains

undetermined. A skillful selecting algorithm that can easily re-
solve the mentioned problem will be overlooked here and dealt
with later.

C. Three-Phase CaseWith Shunt Capacitance

Since this case considers the shunt capacitance of the line, the
currents and entering the fault point , as indicated
in Fig. 3, will not equal the currents and as measured
at the receiving and sending ends, respectively. The distributed
model of the long distance transmission line can be used to cal-
culate these currents. However, the current can’t be calcu-
lated with the transmission line model, since the voltage on the
right-hand side of series compensated device is unknown. Thus,
the relation of (3) is difficult to achieve and the proposed algo-
rithm cannot be directly applied in this case.

Applying the idea mentioned above to a three-phase trans-
mission line with shunt capacitance, the proposed fault loca-
tion algorithm must be modified and extended to a two-step al-
gorithm—the prelocation and correction steps. The prelocation
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step is to calculate feasible initial fault location, providing an
initial value close to the correct fault location. Then, the correc-
tion algorithm is applied to calculate the correct fault location,
meaning the model of the series compensated device is still not
needed.

Now, let Fig. 3 also represent a one-line-diagram of the
three-phase transposed transmission line, which consists of
phase and ground wires. Subscripts and label the
sending and receiving ends of transmission line, respectively.
Fig. 3 displays that the quantities at each end are all vectors of
phase voltages and currents.

The voltages and currents(km) away from the receiving
end are related through partial differential equations [18]:

(6)

where both and are 3 1 vectors. and are all
3 3 transposed line parameters matrices with similar forms,
such as

(7)

Under sinusoidal steady-state condition, (6) can be rewritten
as

(8)

where and .
To decouple phase quantities, this work uses the symmetric

component transform [18] as follows:

(9)

where 0, 1, and 2 represent the symmetric components of the
voltage and current quantities, and the sequence transformation
matrix is as follows:

(10)

where . Substituting (9) and (10) into (8) gives the
following sequence equations:

(11)

where and are the sequence impedance and admit-
tance matrix, respectively. The matrices of and are all

diagonal matrices, and the diagonal entries of matricesand
are ( ) and ( ), respectively. Thus,

(11) represents three decoupled sequence systems whose solu-
tions can be written as

(12)

where the subscript denotes 0, 1 and 2 sequence variables,
is the characteristic impedance, and

is the propagation constant. Meanwhile, the
constants and can be determined by the boundary
conditions of voltages and currents measured at both ends of
the line.

Since the fault location with respect to the series compensa-
tion device is unknown prior to fault location estimation, the
proposed fault location algorithm will first calculate two loca-
tions via subroutines 1 and 2 simultaneously. These two faults
are assumed to occur at right- and left-hand sides of the series
device, respectively. Then, this work follows the approach pro-
posed by Sahaet al. [4] to develop a skillful selector for exactly
distinguishing the true fault site. The following section explains
this skillful selector.

Subroutine 1 Fault Location for the Right Side of the Series
Compensation Device

The description of subroutine 1 is divided between the prelo-
cation and correction steps.

Prelocation Step:The basic concept in the simple illustrative
cases is extended and modified to become the prelocation step.
This study discusses the prelocation algorithm with respect to
two types of faults and is easily extendible to other fault types.

1) Three Phase Shorted Fault Case:Herein, we only use
the positive sequence component. The equations of fault voltage
and fault current on the fault location can be expressed
as follows:

(13)

(14)
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Thus, the relation of (1) can be rewritten as

(15)

Using the same treatment with single-phase case, the per-unit
initial fault location can then be easily calculated by the
following equation:

(16)

2) Single Line to Ground Fault Case:To simplify the ex-
pression, the following two functions and can be defined
as follows:

The derivation mentioned above can be directly applied to
this fault case. Meanwhile, the relation between fault voltage
and current at the fault location can be expressed as
follows:

(17)

(18)

The equivalent network of fault analysis reveals that the rela-
tion of (1) can be expressed as

(19)

where the average value of three sequence current components
is adopted as fault path current. From our experience, this can

promote the accuracy of fault location. Substituting (17) and
(18) into (19), gives

(20)

This equation allows easy calculation of the per-unit initial
fault location .

Correction Step:Since the voltage of right-hand side
of the series compensated device in Fig. 4 is unknown (that is,
the voltage drop of series compensated device is unknown), the
shunt charging current between the series compensated device
and the fault end point is also unknown. Thus, when the pro-
posed fault location algorithm is directly applied to transmis-
sion line with shunt capacitance, the main error will be induced
from the unknown voltage drop of series compensation device.
This section proposes a novel correction algorithm to adjust the
prelocation result to a correct solution and to calculate correct
voltage drop of the series compensation device without using the
series device model. The solution to the problem is described as
follows.

Herein, is used to represent theth iteration value
of , where . Initially, ( ), the prelo-
cation step ignores the difference between and
(the voltage of left-hand side of the series compensated device)
and the algorithm computes the fault location and fault end
voltage . These two computed values then serve as feasible
initial values in the correction step.

Fig. 4 indicates that the transmission line is modeled as a
two-port hyperbolic -model between the fault location end and
the series compensated device right-hand side, i.e.,

(21)

where (km) is the line length of the -model
transmission line.

Since the series compensation device does not influence
the current flowing through it, the current flow into the
left-hand side of series device will equal the current
flow out from the right-hand side of the series device. Thus,
the two-port circuit enclosed by dashed line has two input
parameters, one is the correct input current and the other
is the voltage computed from the prelocation step. The
basic circuit theory indicates that the input voltage (the
second iterative value) of the two-port circuit can be easily
calculated as

(22)

Therefore, a new fault location problem can be constructed.
The transmission line being considered is located between the
two terminals of , enclosed by the
dotted line in Fig. 4. The line length of the new system is
(km) and the transmission line between these two terminals has
no series compensated devices.
can be substituted into the prelocation algorithm proposed in
the previous section to calculate a new fault location and
fault end voltage . These two parameters allow the third it-
erative value of voltage (i.e., ) to be once again
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Fig. 4. Two-Port circuit for correction step.

Fig. 5. Flow-chart of two-steps fault location algorithm.

computed from the iterative formulas (21) and (22). The pro-
posed algorithm will repeat the procedure until faultis accu-
rately located. This investigation reveals that the proposed algo-
rithm usually takes 34 iterations to accurately locate a fault.
Thus, the fault location for a series compensated transmission
line is straightforward using the proposed algorithm and the de-
vice model is still not required. The flowchart in Fig. 5 describes
the prelocation/correction two-step algorithm.

Subroutine 2 Fault Location for the Left Side of the Series
Compensation Device

When the fault occurs on the left side of the series devices,
the reference point on can be deliberately changed, sub-
stituting the following relationships:

and (23)

into the above two-step iterative formulas, and thus obtaining
a new per-unit fault location (denoted as) in relation to the
reference . When is taken as the reference point,

the final per-unit fault location can be computed from
.

D. Fault Selector

According to our results, the fault location calculated on the
incorrect side may sometimes have no unique converged solu-
tion. Instead, solutions will follow a large oscillating trajectory.
Additionally, fault location calculated on the incorrect side will
become divergent and will sometimes have no solution. Thus,
selecting between two fault location solutions (calculated from
subroutine 1 and subroutine 2) in these cases is simply a matter
of choosing the one with less oscillation or more convergence.
Furthermore, when the calculated fault locations of both
and are all located on the same side of the series device, the
simple approach from [7] can be used to select the correct fault
location.

While the estimated fault location can discriminate between
correct and incorrect sites, it still may be fail for some special
faulted situations. This work thus proposes a skillful selector for
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selecting the correct fault site with respect to the series compen-
sation device.

For systematically selecting the true fault location this section
proposes a skillful selection algorithm. The proposed two-step
fault location algorithm can calculate the voltage of in
Fig. 4. Additionally, the voltage of the point just in front
of the series device is also easily calculated from the transmis-
sion line equation. Thus, the voltage drop of the series
compensation device can be calculated by . The
equivalent impedance of the series compensation device can be
calculated as

(24)

If the estimated result of the fault location is on the cor-
rect side, the will be a positive value (obeying the law of
physics). Otherwise, the will be negative (violating the law
of physics) for the incorrect side estimation. For example, when
– line-to-line fault occurs on the right side of the series device,

the of -phase and-phase calculated from subroutine 1
will be positive. Otherwise, when using subroutine 2, the cal-
culated of the and -phases will be negative. Thus, the
selecting criteria can be stated as:

The fault location of the estimated set that corre-
sponds to positive is selected as the correct solution.

The selection criteria can be easily demonstrated by the sim-
plified model of short distance transmission line and will be pre-
sented in Appendix B.

The above-mentioned selection criteria can also be easily
applied to short distance transmission line cases that ignore
the shunt capacitor charging current. In this case, the voltages

and can be easily calculated by , and the
voltage drop of the series compensation device also can be
calculated. Thus, the same selecting algorithm can also be
easily applied in this case.

Compared with the selection algorithm proposed in [4], the
selection criteria proposed here have more physical insights.
Furthermore, the proposed selection criteria in this paper can
be used to double check fault type in the next section.

E. Double-Check of Fault Type

This study assumes that the fault type is input from the other
diagnostic block. However, the fault type diagnostic block may
produce incorrect output in some cases. To identify these situa-
tions, this section suggests a method for double-checking.

When the equivalent impedance of series devices has
been calculated, the of the three-phase series device can
serve as the three double-checking indices for the input fault
type. For example, when three-phase shorted fault occurs, the
fault current flows through the three-phase series device simul-
taneously. Thus, the three-phase equivalent impedance of all
the must possess the same impedance characteristic, that
is, the MOV of the all conduct (while all the three-phase
of series device possess large resistance characteristic), or else
the three-phase series devices enter the bypass mode (while the

are all inductive). Therefore, the can be easily used as
three indices of the fault type double-check to check whether the
impedance characteristics of the three-phase coincide with

Fig. 6. Fault Location ofD (solid line) andD (dotted line).

the conditions of the input fault type. If the impedance charac-
teristics do not match these conditions, a signal can be issued to
the fault type diagnostic block to request other fault type.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Algorithm Test

This section evaluates the fault location algorithms proposed
here using some case studies. The simulation sample considered
is a 300-km 345-kV transmission line compensated by thyristor
controlled switched capacitance (TCSC) with a compensation
degree of 70%. All the systems are modeled by EMTP. The pha-
sors are estimated using the SDFT [14], [15] filtering algorithm
working at 32 samples per cycle. The total simulation time is
200 ms and the error of the fault location is expressed in terms
of percentage of total line length. Appendix A presents the pa-
rameters of the sample system. As is well known, the different
protection function design of TCSC will introduce different type
of disturbances into compensation voltage. Thus, the protection
functions of TCSC must be considered when evaluating the per-
formance of the proposed fault location algorithm. For conve-
nience, this investigation adopts the protection functions pre-
sented in [4].

Case 1: Large Fault Current Cases Basic Tests:In this
case, the TCSC device is installed near the midpoint at 135 km
( p.u.) away from the receiving end of the protected
line. Assume that a three-phase ground fault occurs at 150 km
( p.u.). The fault resistance is set as 1 (Ohm).

The fault locations and are computed from subrou-
tines one and two simultaneously. Meanwhile, Fig. 6 plots the
estimations of and . At 2.5 cycles after fault inception,
the proposed algorithms provide the following results.

1) Only one prelocation algorithm is used:
(p.u.), (p.u.).

2) Two-step iteration algorithm is used:
(p.u.), (p.u.).

Both the prelocation and two-step iteration algorithms can
provide accurate fault location in this case. Fig. 6 clearly
displays that the incorrect fault location will contain
considerable oscillation in five simulation cycles. Addition-
ally, the equivalent resistance of and also
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) respectively. One can note that
the is negative. Therefore, one can easily choose

as the correct solution.
Fig. 8 compares fault location calculation using DFT and

SDFT [13]–[16] filters. Obviously, the exponential decay of
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Fig. 7. (a) Equivalent resistance ofR . (b) Equivalent resistance of
R .

Fig. 8. Fault location calculation by SDFT (solid line) and DFT (dotted line).

dc-offset in the fault current and voltage signals will markedly
influence fault location when fault location is calculated by
DFT. When the fault location result is calculated using SDFT,
then the calculated location would not have the same slow
damping as in the DFT results. Instead, the calculated fault
location converges very fast and an accurate location is easily
and quickly achieved.

Fig. 9 presents the detailed waveform of TCR currents, MOV
currents and line currents in TCSC device before and after a
fault occurs. The TCR switches to the block mode and the MOV
begins to bypass the fault current when the fault starts to occur at

Fig. 9. Current waveform in TCSC device.

, since the overvoltage condition is detected by the TCSC
controller. The TCR changes to bypass mode at , since
the energy absorbs in the MOV is exceed its limitation. Notably,
the proposed algorithm can still easily provide the accurate fault
location result, whatever the complexity of the TCSC protection
function operates.

Case 2: Small Fault Current Cases Correction Step
Tests: In this case, the TCSC device is installed near the re-
ceiving end bus at 15 km ( p.u.) and a single line to
ground fault occurs at 285 km ( p.u.). The fault resis-
tance assumes 100 (Ohm).

The fault locations and , calculated from subroutines
1 and 2, are shown, respectively, as follows.

1) After only one prelocation step
(p.u.), (p.u.).

2) After three times two-step iteration algorithm
(p.u.), (p.u.).

When selecting between the above two locations ofand
, the solution of exceeds 1.0 is easily ignored, and the

solution is the correct one.
Comparing the above two solutions of the only one preloca-

tion and two-step algorithm, the fault location error is clearly
large (error 3.69%) when using only one prelocation step.
Additionally, when using the proposed two-step algorithm, the
fault location error can be reduced to 0.03%. Thus, the proposed
two-step iteration algorithm has been proven as a useful fault lo-
cation algorithm.

Case 3: Fault Type Double-Check Test:When the fault lo-
cation is calculated by the proposed two-step iteration algo-
rithm, the input fault type can be double-checked by the pro-
posed double-check algorithm.

In this case, the TCSC device is installed near the midpoint
at 135 km ( p.u.) and a -phase to -phase line-to-line
fault occurs at 240 km ( p.u.). The fault resistance is
set as 10 (Ohm). Assume the fault type input from the fault type
diagnostic block is incorrect and given as a three-phase-short
fault. The incorrect fault location can still be calculated from
the two-step algorithm and the incorrect solutions of and

are shown as follows:

(p.u.) Divergence.

Because the divergence result of is easily ignored, the
fault location is chosen as (p.u.).
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Fig. 10. (a) Real part of three-phaseZ . (b) Imaginary part of three-phase
Z .

To double-check the input fault type, the equivalent series
impedance calculated from (24) can be used as three indices.
Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively, illustrate the real and imagi-
nary part of three-phase . Notably, the three-phase equiva-
lent impedance of does not possess the three-phase-short
fault characteristic; that is, three-phase does not have the
same impedance characteristic. Actually, the impedance charac-
teristic seems like the– line-to-line short fault. Thus, incorrect
fault type can easily be discovered. One signal can be sent to the
fault type diagnostic block to request new fault type.

In addition, when the input fault type is correct, the fault lo-
cations and are shown as follows:

(p.u.) (p.u.).

Fig. 11(a) and (b) indicates the and calculated
from subroutines 1 and 2 respectively. Using the proposed se-
lector, the correct fault location is easily chosen as

, since the equivalent resistance of subroutine 1
is negative and of subroutine 2 is positive. Additionally,
Fig. 12 displays the imaginary part of three-phase and the
real part of three-phase is the same as shown in Fig. 11(b).
Notably, the three-phase equivalent impedance of indeed
possess the- phase line-to-line fault characteristic; that is, the

Fig. 11. (a) Equivalent resistance ofR ; (b) Equivalent resistance of
R .

Fig. 12. Imaginary part of three-phaseZ .

impedance of phaseand have the same characteristic. Thus,
the input fault type is easy to double-check using these in-
dices.

B. Statistical Evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed fault location algorithm
with over 500 test cases obtained from the EMTP simulator.
It considers different fault types, resistances, locations, and in-
ception angles as statistical tests. It uses the same transmission
line and series compensation device data as the previous sec-
tion. Table I summarizes all of these results. To save space, all
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL TESTING OF THEALGORITHM

of the fault location errors are calculated as the average value
of five inception angles (0, 45 , 90 , 135 , and 180 in rela-
tion to the zero cross of-phase voltage). In this table, variable
ave is the average fault location with respect to five inception
angles. For comparison, variablemax is the maximum fault lo-
cation error in five inception angles. Generally, the maximum
error is 0.27% and the average error is about 0.034%. The error
increases in large fault resistance cases. Additionally, if only the
normal fault resistance is considered (smaller and equal 10 Ohm
[7]), the maximum error can be reduced to 0.12% and the av-
erage error is only 0.0182%.

V. DISCUSSION

1) This study has evaluated the performance of the proposed
fault location algorithm for transmission line with a se-

ries compensation device. Calculated results when only
using the prelocation step are sufficiently accurate for
most tested cases, especially for the short distance trans-
mission line. However, if the voltage drop of the series
device is neglected, the shunt charging current between
series device and fault location becomes inconsistent with
the adopted line model and harms the accuracy of the
fault location. Thus, when the fault resistance is small (re-
ducing the shunt capacitance voltage and shunt current) or
when the line length between fault location and series de-
vice is short (reducing the total shunt charging capacitor),
the prelocation step is sufficient to estimate fault location
accurately. However, the prelocation step will provide a
worse result given certain special fault events, such as the
case 2 mentioned above. To include all possible opera-
tion situations, the proposed two-step algorithm must be
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used to estimate fault location. According to our results,
the proposed algorithm can provide extremely accurate
results for all fault events.

2) Conventional fault location techniques must consider
variations of the phasors throughout the fault period
to precisely estimate the switching time of various
operation modes of series devices when the detailed pro-
tection functions of series device are considered. Such an
approach will significantly increase the computational
burden. In fact, accurately modeling the protection
functions of series device and precisely estimating the
phasors during faults are extremely difficult. The inac-
curate model of device protection function and phasor
measurement error in traditional techniques will further
worsen the fault location error. Since this algorithm does
not use the device model, the precise fault location can
be calculated simply from the last measured phasor data
from both sides of the transmission lines. Therefore, the
computation burden is less than using the conventional
technique. Besides, the proposed two-step fault location
algorithm is easier to implement than the conventional
ones because the operating modes of the series device
need not be considered.

3) When a fault occurs and the fault current is large
enough, the MOV of the series device will begin to con-
duct to bypass some fault current. Thus, the equivalent
resistance of (29) must be a positive value [1]. Oth-
erwise, when high impedance ground faults occur, the
bypass current of MOV may become very small. Thus,
the equivalent resistance of (29) will shrink and the
computed will oscillate around zero, possibly be-
coming a small and negative value. Fortunately, the com-
puted on the incorrect side still remains a relatively
large negative value. Thus, the proposed selector can still
work properly.

4) Since the series device model is not used in the develop-
ment of the proposed fault location algorithm, the algo-
rithm’s design is independent of the installation of series
compensation device. Thus, when the type of series com-
pensation device is changed or the protection function
of the series compensation device is tuned, no additional
need arises to modify the fault locator. Additionally, the
fault locator designer does not require knowledge of se-
ries compensation devices to design the locator. Thus, the
design of the proposed fault locator is easier than for the
conventional locator.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has successfully proposed a novel fault location al-
gorithm for series compensated lines. The proposed algorithm
does not utilize the series device model and knowledge of the
operation mode of series device to compute the voltage drop
during fault.. Thus, the fault location errors induced from in-
correct series compensation device model or inaccurate mod-
eling of the series device protection function model can be elim-
inated completely. Furthermore, because the fault locator de-
signer does not need the series compensation device model to

design the fault locator, designing the proposed fault locator
becomes easier than in conventional designing. Additionally,
the proposed fault location algorithm can be easily applied to
any other series compensated line that has no additional shunt
branch or phase shift contribution on line current. To select the
correct fault location with respect to the series device, this work
has presented one skillful selector. To double-check the input
fault type, this work has also successfully proposed a method to
double-check the input fault type when computing the fault lo-
cation. The simulation results show the proposed fault location
algorithm is useful and easily produces accurate fault location
result.

APPENDIX

A. System Data

System Voltage : 345 KV System Frequency :
60 Hz
Voltage Source :

pu pu
Zero-sequence:
Positive-sequence:

Transmission Line :
Zero-sequence:

/km, mH/km,
H/km

Positive-sequence:
/km, mH/km,

H/km
MOV:

Reference current: 1 kA
Reference voltage: 140 kV
Exponent: 23
Ratted energy: 5MJ.

B. Demonstration of the Validity of Selector

In the above one-line-diagram of Fig. 13, assume that the
fault is occurred at the right-hand side of the series device. The
per-unit fault location is the correct fault location and the
per-unit fault location is assumed as the incorrect fault loca-
tion. One can get the following relations:

(B.1)

(B.2)

equation (B.1) can be reduced as

(B.3)

Equation (B.2) can be reduced as

(B.4)

In order to simplify (B.4), assuming

and and substituting the above relation
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Fig. 13. One-line-diagram for demonstration of selecting algorithm.

into (B.4). Equation (B.4) can be changed to the following
form:

(B.5)

where the parameter is positive because the angle difference
between and is less than 90in this system. In considering
the real and imaginary parts of (B.5), one can get the following
two relations:

(B.6)

(B.7)

Since and in (B.6) are all positive variables and
does not equal zero, one can easily get the following relation:

and (B.8)

In considering (B.3), assume and the pa-
rameter is also greater than zero in this system. Substituting the
above relation into (B.3) and assuming ,
one can get the following relation:

(B.9)

Considering the real and image part of (B.9), one can also get
the following two equations:

(B.10)

(B.11)

As the variable in (B.8) has been proven as positive
variable and parameteralso positive, one can easily get the
following relation from (B.10):

(B.12)

From the above relations of (B.8) and (B.12), choosing be-
tween two fault locations of and is easily made. Two se-
lecting algorithms are written as follows.

i) Choosing the fault location with larger as the correct
fault location.

ii) Choosing the fault location with positive as the cor-
rect fault location.

When the fault occurs at the left-hand side of series device,
same results can be given by the same discussions used above.

Both of the algorithms i) and ii) can be used as selecting al-
gorithms. The algorithm i) has only one index (), and is the
same as presented in [7]. The algorithm ii) has three indices
(three phase ), and carries more information. For example,
when of three-phase system have been calculated, these
indices can be used for fault type double-checking.
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